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Abstract 

 

This paper investigates the impact of diversification and the financial crisis on firm performance in India. 

The dataset of this paper is focused on Indian publicly listed firms between 2006 and 2012. By analyzing 

accounting-based and market-based measures of firm performance, this study tries to explain the factors 

that influences the costs and benefits of diversified firms compared to non-diversified firms. This study 

found that diversified firms have on average a higher firm performance than non-diversified firms. 

During the global financial crisis, the performance of both diversified and non-diversified firms in India 

deteriorated caused by a meltdown of global economic activities. This study does not find evidence that 

diversified firms perform relatively better than non-diversified firms during crisis times. Diversification is 

expected to be more beneficial in the absence of well-developed and integrated capital markets due the 

effects of “more money” and “smarter money”, arising from an increased efficiency of the internal 

capital market. The analysis gives an impression that the total number of diversified firms increased after 

the crisis. 

Keywords: Diversification, India, emerging market, firm performance, internal capital markets, Crisis.  
JEL classification: G01, G31, G32, L25  
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1. Introduction 
 

The birth of Alphabet, Google’s new holding company, marked the discussion of the conglomerate 

renaissance. In august 2015 Larry Page, CEO of Alphabet, said in an interview that the founding of 

Alphabet should provide “long-term, patient capital” to an array of businesses and that a multi-business 

group with guiding intelligence at the center can outperform stand-alone firms, that according to 

mainstream literature is favored by investors (Financial Times, 2015). Page thereby stated that 

“conglomerate discount” applied by Wall Street can be beaten. Stock markets apply a “conglomerate 

discount” which implies that the share price of a conglomerate is traded at a lower value than the share 

price of a standalone firm. By the early 1980s, conglomerates lost their presence due to their poor 

performance, which led to the view that focused firms were more superior compared to diversified firms 

in creating shareholder value. In recent years, there is an ongoing debate that questions the efficiency of 

diversified firms. Diversified firms who have entrenched interests and disciplines are believed to allocate 

their capital more efficiently than non-diversified firms. It is argued that diversified firms can outperform 

standalone firms when they exploit their abilities and stay disciplined rather than falling victim to 

empire-building (Financial times, 2015).  

 

The growing confidence in diversified firms saw globally a significant rise since the crisis. Beckmann 

et al. (2012) reported that the conglomerate discount shrank during the recent global financial crisis, 

suggesting that diversified firms are reporting better firm performance compared to focused firms in 

crisis periods. The roots of the recent global financial crisis can be traced back to the reversal in housing 

prices in 2006 which triggered the wave of subprime mortgage defaults in early 2007 (Gorton, 2008; 

Acharya et al., 2009). Credit spreads on both short-term and long-term financing touched exclusively 

high levels whereas new bond issues had hit catastrophic low levels which started to spill over to the 

supply of bank credit in August 2007. On top of that, Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy one month 

later and the equity markets experienced an unexpected shock. The result was a major fall in stock 

performance and significant market volatility (Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010). These difficulties 

deteriorated the market conditions and made it hard for firms to obtain credit and access external 

capital markets. Ivashina and Scharfstein (2010) provided evidence that new loans to large debtors fell 

drastically during the crisis.  

 

Existing literature about diversification predominantly focuses on developed markets (Ammann et 

al., 2012; Berger and Ofek, 1995; Denis et al., 1997; Denis et al., 2002; Stulz, 1990) and to a lesser extent 
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on developing markets (Delios et al., 2008; Lins and Servaes, 2002) suggests that diversification leads to 

inferior firm performance. These results indicate the significance of diversification strategies on firm 

performance. Nevertheless, in comparison to more developed markets, moderately undeveloped 

industries and less-developed capital markets in emerging countries offer firms abundant opportunities 

and reasons to pursue diversification strategies (Chen and Yu, 2012). As a result, firms ought to have 

greater incentives to diversify in countries with underdeveloped capital markets to obtain value-added 

benefits from internalizing capital markets (Shackman, 2007). Others proposed that it is more beneficial 

in emerging markets (Khanna and Palepu, 2000; Keister, 2000, Li and Wong, 2003). This led to the 

formation of an institution-based view of diversification, which suggests that the advantage of being part 

of a conglomerate is that it has the ability to overcome market imperfections that are common in 

emerging countries (Khanna and Palepu, 2000). 

 

The impact of diversification is influenced by changes in the business cycle. Dimitrov and Tice (2006) 

found that diversified firms perform differently from non-diversified firms during recessions which is 

proposed to be attributable to differences in access to credit. Access to credit will deteriorate in periods 

of recession due to two reasons. First, non-diversified firms will experience more external finance 

premiums. Second, bank monetary reserve shortages lead to a higher chance for non-diversified firms to 

become credit-constrained. Both effects are amplified by an increased cash flow volatility and a poorer 

credit rating of non-diversified firms. In line with Lewellen (1971), diversified firms are found to have 

significantly lower cash flow volatility (Dimitrov and Tice, 2006). 

 

More recent evidence found that the discount on diversified firms decrease during a crisis, and 

increase in other times (Kuppuswamy & Villalonga, 2010). The change is due to the result of two 

hypothesized effects: (i) the “more money” effect arising from debt coinsurance synergies of 

conglomerates and (ii) the “smarter money” effect arising from an increased efficiency of the internal 

capital market. Others examined the conglomerate diversification discount and showed that the effect of 

the discount varies across regions and these dissimilarities can be clarified by the degree of capital 

market development and legal investor protection (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013). 

 

Theoretical arguments provide mixed expectations since diversification has both value enhancing 

and value destroying implications on the value of a firm. In this thesis I will examine the performance of 

diversified firms compared to non-diversified firms. There is no a clear prediction of the overall 
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performance of diversified firms compared to non-diversified firms in emerging markets during a crisis 

period. I want to study the difference between diversified firms and non-diversified firms in emerging 

Markets.  

 

This study examines the performance of diversified firms and non-diversified firms in India during 

2006-2012. I chose India as the country for my investigation since India as a natural experiment offers 

several advantages. First of all, the Indian economy is reported to have several hundred business groups, 

implying a large sample for statistical analysis. India has detailed information on individual lines of 

business of diversified firms is available since the business lines are normally formulated as separate 

legal entities and firms are obligated to publish a set of financial statements (Khanna and Palepu, 2000). 

Accounting practices in India descend from well-functioning English accounting practices. The accounting 

statements in India are formulated according to well-established standards that are therefore 

comparable to those from developed markets. These arguments increase the reliability of our data.    

 

 I will use firm-level data to estimate the performance of firms with the variables Return on Assets 

(ROA) and Tobin’s Q. Gentry and Shen (2010) assessed the relationship between accounting and market 

measures to capture the performance of firms. They argued that academics commonly use accounting-

based measures (ROA) or stock market-based measures (Tobin’s Q). Generally, academics conceptualize 

accounting measures as indicators of past or short-term performance, and market measures as 

indicators of future or long-term performance (Hoskisson et al., 1994). By using both the ROA and 

Tobin’s Q, I am able to give an accounting based measure and a market based measure of firm 

performance, describing the strength and weakness of each standard. 

 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section two reviews the current academic 

literature to get an understanding of the definition of diversification. It specifically focuses on the 

benefits and the costs of diversification, the recent global financial crisis and lastly, the impact of a 

country’s legal system. The next section presents several arguments for the connection between firm 

performance and diversification including the formulated hypotheses. Section 4 is the methodology part 

with the variables and the description of the data. In section 5 the analysis is presented together with 

the discussion. The last section concludes the thesis and provides limitations and suggestions for future 

research.    
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2. theory 

It is essential to understand why firms follow diversification strategies before empirically examine 

the effects of diversification on the contribution on firm performance and subsequently on the firm 

value. The orthodox opinion among academics and researchers is that the value of a firm does not affect 

the cost of capital under the very strict assumption of efficient capital markets. The rationale behind this 

is that while the imperfect correlation of business unit cash flows may help reduce idiosyncratic risk, this 

should have no effect on systematic risk (Hann et al., 2013). This orthodox point of view is in line with 

the irrelevance proposition of Modigliani-Miller. The Modigliani-Miller theorem states that in the 

“perfect world” with well-functioning capital markets and rational investors, the market value of the firm 

depends only on the income generated by its assets (Modigliani and Miller, 1958, 1961, 1963).  The 

market value of a firm should not be affected by modifications in the financial structure or by changing 

the purpose of its retained earnings. Stockholders can create their own portfolio to eliminate 

unsystematic risk which means that they do not gain from diversification strategies of firms of which 

they are shareholders. 

 

Contrary to orthodox view, Hann et al. (2013) found that diversified firms have lower cost of capital 

than comparable portfolios of standalones and that the reduction in cost of capital is strongly related to 

the correlation of business unit cash flows. Academics have hypothesized that global diversification 

improves shareholder value by exploiting firm-specific assets, improving operating flexibility and by 

aligning to the preferences of investors for holding a global diversified portfolio. Caves (1971) was one of 

the first who argued that diversification is beneficial since it will result in synergies with the existence of 

information-based assets that are exploitable for the firm. Since these information-based assets possess 

economies of scale and are not easy to sell on the market, it is optimal for firms to use the internal 

market to sell these assets. Global diversification increases the value of the firm by creating flexibility 

within a firm to respond to relative price changes, differences in a country’s nominal wages and other 

institutional differences. Firms have the possibility to shift production to countries with the lowest 

marginal costs, or they can shift production to countries with the highest demand. Diversification 

strategies are assumed to be less beneficial when firms are operating in efficient and effective markets 

with low costs of capital. Firms that experience low information asymmetries and consequently have 

access to the external capital market at low costs do not benefit significantly from an internal capital 

market. They are likely to diversify when the benefits of diversification outweigh the costs of 
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diversification. When the costs are higher than the gains, the firm is likely to stay focused (I.e. not 

diversifying).  

 

Diversification is argued to be beneficial for companies due the following factors. Increased 

managerial economies of scale reduce the overall costs and makes the company more efficient 

(Chandler, 1997). Diversified firms have the ability to take up a larger amount of debt than non-

diversified firms (Lewellen, 1971). They have the advantage over non-diversified firms in that it can more 

efficiently allocate resources through internal capital markets (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013; Stulz, 

1990; Scharfstein and Stein, 1997). Khanna and Palepu (2000) examined the effectiveness of firms to 

internalize market failures and found that diversified firms better able to internalize market failures than 

non-diversified firms. In periods of equity issues, being a diversified firm will be beneficial due to a 

reduction of the adverse selection problem (Hadlock et al., 2001). Lastly, being diversified makes it easier 

for firms to exploit valuable firm-specific assets in other markets (Wernerfelt and Montgomery, 1988; 

Bodnar et al., 1997). These are currently the most profound arguments for firms to pursue diversification 

strategies. 

 

In contrast to the benefits, diversification strategies can value-destroying because of the following 

arguments. An inefficient allocation of capital among the divisions of a diversified firms may decline firm 

performance and consequently destroys firm value (Stulz, 1990; Lamont, 1996; Scharfstein, 1998; Rajan 

et al., 1998). For diversified firms it is more difficult to design optimal incentive compensation for their 

managers which in turn produces costs of multisegment operations (Aron, 1988; Rotemberg and Saloner, 

1994). Diversified firms have higher change of information asymmetries between central managers and 

divisional managers which will ultimately lead to higher costs of operating in multiple segments (Harris et 

al., 1982). Diversified firms that operate in multiple segments have higher costs since there is an 

increased incentive for rent seeking by managers (Scharfstein and Stein, 2000). Operating in multiple 

segments also increase the change that managers will engage in value-destroying projects, especially in 

firms with large sums of free cash flows (Jensen, 1986).      

   

Agency theory 

Eisenhardt (1989) states that the agency theory is concerned with resolving two main problems 

in an agency relationship, which consist of an agent and the principal of the agent. In business literature, 

the agent is argued to be the manager(s) of the firm and the principal is most likely to be the 
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shareholder(s) or other affiliated that have a financial interest in the firm. The first agency problem 

occurs when (i) the desire or the objectives of the principal and agent result in conflicts and (ii) it is hard 

or very costly for the principal to monitor the behavior of the agent. The second problem is the attitude 

towards risk by the principal and the agent. The principal and the agent may each prefer different 

actions towards risk because the opposite risk preferences can lead to conflicts between them. Aggarwal 

and Samwick (2003) found that managers diversify to limit idiosyncratic risk and to obtain private 

benefits. In this case a corporate diversification strategy assists in limiting agency conflicts by reducing 

the managerial exposure to risk. Alternatively, it might also enhance agency conflicts when managers 

pursue diversification strategies for their personal benefits instead for the best interest of the firm.   

 

Co-insurance effect 

Operating in different lines of business within one firm can result in greater operating efficiency, 

lower chance that managers forgo positive net present value investments, a higher capacity to take on 

more debt, and the possibility to transfer profits from well-performing divisions to the loss-making 

divisions to reduce the tax burden (Franco et al., 2010). Aggregating business lines with imperfectly 

correlated cash flows decreases the inconsistency of earnings for the combined business. Lewellen 

(1971) proposed the co-insurance hypothesis, which implies that a more consistent variability of 

earnings will result in a lower expected default rate for the firm and a higher debt capacity. Higgins and 

Schall (1975) extended this view and showed that the co-insurance effect increases the market value of 

the diversified firm’s debt and simultaneous decreases the value of its equity. Volkov & Smith (2015) 

argued that the co-insurance effect will be more prominent involved in global diversification, since these 

firms have better access to global financial markets and therefore use cross-subsidize their segments by 

using external capital. Hann et al., (2013) argued that diversified firms experience significant lower cost 

of capital, which makes it relatively easier during times of distress to access capital, implying a valuation 

premium compared to standalone firms. Diversified firms can increase their tax shield and substitute 

their equity with debt-capital in which a debt co-insurance effect can occur that increase market value of 

the firm (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013)  

 

Internal capital market movements 

The establishment of internal capital markets is perceived as one of the most important motives 

why a firm would diversify, allowing it to allocate capital more efficiently than the external market 

(Williamson, 1975; Scharfstein and Stein, 1997). According to Coase (1937), firms purely exist to gain 
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advantage of transactions that are less expensive to make internally than across external markets. With 

respect to emerging markets, where trust in the established institutional setting is scarce and where 

capital markets and labor markets are incompetent, it makes perfect sense for firms to allocate their 

businesses over multiple industries and redeploy their own capital and employees. Additionally, Gertner 

et al. (1994) argued that comparative advantage of internal capital markets is determined by the 

difference in the ownership structure between internal and external capital for projects. The overall 

results of an internal capital market has three important implications. A benefit is that the monitoring 

incentives increase relative to only bank lending. Internal providers are more likely to increase the 

intensity of monitoring activities than external providers since they have residual control over the assets, 

increasing their gains from monitoring activities (Gertner et al., 1994). Internal capital markets make it 

easier to redeploy assets of projects that are underperforming under existing managers. The ability to 

transfer assets from poor performing segments to other profitable segments will results in higher firm 

value. Alternatively, in a situation without internal capital markets, a firm is forced to sell the assets to an 

external party and may possibly not receive the full value. A downside of internal capital markets is a 

decrease in managerial incentives. Result of an internal capital market entails that managers are less in 

control, which makes them more vulnerable to the behavior of corporate headquarters. This situation 

implies that managers do not receive the total rents from their efforts, resulting in decreased 

entrepreneurial incentives that eventually can decrease the overall value of a firm. This implies that with 

respect to internal capital markets, diversification is not necessary valuable. Duchin (2010) found that 

diversified firms can hold less cash reserves since diversification reduces the ex-ante likelihood of 

financial shortages that can lead to underinvestment. In this perspective, diversification grant firms the 

opportunity to finance investments without resorting to their cash reserves by transferring cash flows 

across divisions, eventually decreasing the demand for precautionary cash. 

 

Several authors have questioned the efficiency of internal capital markets and theorized that 

diversification strategies of firms are value-destroying (Matsusaka and Nanda 2002; Scharfstein and Stein 

2000; Rajan et al. 1998; Meyer et al. 1992; Lamont 1996). Scharfstein and Stein (2000) examined how 

rent-seeking behavior of division managers leads to inefficient cross-subsidization across different 

business lines. Rajan et al. (1998) documented the efficacy of internal markets and found that diversified 

firms experience an increase of investment opportunities across business lines which leads to power 

struggles between divisions and consequently leads to a greater chance of misallocating internal capital, 

destroying firm value. Meyer et al. (1992) argued that managers of division with poor growth prospects 
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or limited resources are more likely to attempt to lobby the firm’s top management to increase the 

resources available to their division, but they state that this should not directly imply a misallocation of 

resources. Lastly, Wulf (2009) reported that the efficiency the internal capital market depends on the 

degree of information asymmetries. Whether the capital market is efficient depends on (i) the 

managerial abilities to distort information, (ii) the firm-level compensation incentive for managers, and 

(iii) the public perception of investment opportunities.    

 

Value-maximizing and dynamic models 

Models of diversification developed by the academic literature propose that diversification is an 

ex ante rational and value-maximization strategy, while it might turn out to be ineffective ex post (Erdorf 

et al. 2013; Scharfstein and Stein, 1997; Stulz 1990). Matsusaka (2001) created a dynamic model of firm 

diversification and argued that diversification is a dynamic matching and search process by which 

companies search for business activities that matches their unique organizational capabilities. He stated 

that the productivity in any industry is uncertain ex ante, implying that the outcome of diversification is 

uncertain, and this can only be resolved by experimenting with diversification strategies. Because 

organizational capabilities are the engines of corporate evolution and the primary source of a firm’s 

value (Chandler, 1990), it is not optimal to liquidate them when current businesses start to decay. 

Instead, it might be wise to redeploy the unique capabilities into new business lines of which the 

outcome is uncertain. Dynamic models on diversification exposed some important remarks.  

First of all, high divestiture rates are not evidence for corporate failure, but more a result of 

failing experiments. As long as firms are uncertain about the application of their unique organizational 

capabilities, there is always a certain degree non-diversifiable risk a firm face when they enter into new 

business lines. Second, the model indicates that diversification is more likely to occur when a firm has 

organizational capabilities that are weakly matched to its current activities. Diversification is more 

valuable among firms with large amounts of organizational capital.  

Lang and Stulz (1993) reported that the performance of conglomerates decline before they start 

diversification activities, which academics label as ‘defensive diversification’. Defensive diversification 

has been viewed as firm value-destroying since it can be pursued by managers to extend the life of the 

business and therefore preventing the company from liquidating. This situation might benefit a 

manager’s personal interest and would not be in the best interest of the shareholders who prefer to be 

paid out from the proceeds of the liquidation (Matsusaka, 2001). Contrasting this view, defensive 

diversification can be beneficial when a firm has unique capabilities. Liquidation is often expensive and 
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when the current match between businesses is not value-destroying, it is better to hold on to the current 

situation and wait for new opportunities as I stated in the previous paragraph. The prime notion is that 

liquidating the firm also brings some uncertain outcomes and it is not a solution for the matching 

problem. 

 

Gomes and Livdan (2004) developed a general dynamic model of optimal behavior of a firm that 

maximizes shareholder value and which is in line with the general empirical findings about firm 

diversification and performance from a neoclassical viewpoint of efficient firms. They view diversification 

as an evolutionary response to increasing firm age and higher growth levels. First, their model presumes 

that after times evolves, investments in current business lines are no longer profitable, so that 

diversification becomes a likely option for slow-growing firms that lack attractive investment 

opportunities in their core businesses. Secondly, diversified firms are allowed to benefit from the 

economies of scope by reducing the number of redundancies across different business activities and by 

reducing the fixed costs. Others elaborate further on the neoclassical model of optimal firm size and 

growth. Schoar (2002) suggest that expanding firms are not just less productive than focused firms, but 

also experience a decline in productivity after the expansion.    

 

Diversification and the impact of the financial crisis 

Kuppuswamy & Villalonga (2010) were one of the first to document the impact of the financial 

crisis on diversification. They report a significant increase on the value of corporate diversification in the 

U.S. during the recent global financial crisis. A vital concept in their study is that they made a difference 

between related and unrelated diversified firms. Relatedness among diversified firm’s segments can be 

viewed as proxies for both quality and quantity of the firm’s diversification strategy. Unrelated 

diversification (pure conglomerates) implies a higher degree of diversification than related diversifiers in 

that their business lines are expanding into business activities different from each other. Kuppuswamy & 

Villalonga (2010) theorize that when diversified firms increase their value more relative to single-

segment firms during the crisis, a greater effect of the crisis is expected on the value of pure 

conglomerates than on the value of related diversified firms. There are two fundamental reasons for the 

difference between related and unrelated diversification. First, conglomerates are able to source a 

higher debt co-insurance effect than related diversifiers since the link between the segments cash flows 

are expected to increase with the degree of relatedness among them (Kuppuswamy & Villalonga, 2010). 

Second, internal capital market view proponents argue that the benefits and the cost of internal capital 
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allocation increase with diversity in each segments’ investment opportunities and cash flows (Duchin, 

2010). During the crisis there is a higher chance of external financing constraints. This implies that pure 

conglomerates are better able to finance their activities than related diversifiers, who have a higher 

chance of facing financial constraints during the crisis. 

 

The value of diversification may depend on whether firms have other options to cope with 

liquidity problems, which results in the fact that the more financially constrained firms have higher 

excess values from diversification activities1 (substitution effect). From the work of Duchin (2010) it is 

known that diversified firms have significant lower cash ratios than focused firms. This implies that cash-

strapped firms are relatively less likely to benefit from diversification than firms with abundant cash 

reserves. The change in credit ratings during the crisis also impacted the value of diversification. First of 

all, the high-yield bond market collapsed more than the investment-grade bank markets, causing a 

disequilibrium with a higher overall risk of default on the market. Secondly, Kuppuswamy and Villalonga 

(2010) report that diversified firms are more likely than single-segment firms to have higher credit 

ratings. Diversification is more valuable for firms that are financially more constrained as reflected by 

their lack of credit ratings. Almeida et al. (2009) studied the corporate debt maturity and the real effects 

of the global financial crisis.  Diversified firms have the advantage over focused firms to set-up well-

diversified maturity structures, so they are never required to pay off significant amount of debt in any 

specific period.   

 

More recent literature (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013, 2014; Volkov and Smith, 2015) revealed 

that the global financial crisis on the relative value of diversified firms depends on the regions’ level of 

capital market maturity and legal investor protection. Rudolph & Schwetzler (2013) report that the 

discount on diversified firms fell significantly during the crisis years. Conglomerates who operate in a 

certain institutional setting can use their unique capabilities to gain competitive advantage over 

standalone counterparts. Especially when standalone competitors are financially constraint and have 

weaker investor protection, conglomerates have the ability to capitalize their increased internal market 

efficiency to keep the business activities financed. 

 

                                                           
1
 Kuppuswamy and Villalonga (2010) used the excess value method proposed by Berger and Ofek (1995) to 

measure the value of diversification. In this thesis, the return on assets (ROA) and Tobin’s Q models are used as a 
substitute for the excess return method. 
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Since the value of corporate diversification is affected due to changes in the business cycle 

(periods of economic downturn), this thesis will examine the effect of the global financial crisis on the 

value of diversification. The first economic downturn of the century was the early 2000 recession, which 

was caused by an increase in the discount rate, characterized as a demand driven crisis (Campbell et al, 

2013; Duchin et al. 2010). In contrast, the global financial crisis, was a supply side driven crisis. It started 

when the subprime mortgage market collapsed, causing dramatic consequence for the global capital 

markets. More firms became financially constrained and their performance deteriorated. This thesis 

concentrates exclusively on the global financial crisis since it originated from the financial sector and had 

a significant impact on the capital market (Volkov and Smith, 2015). The early 2000 recession is ignored 

in this thesis since it had a minimal impact on capital markets compared to the global financial crisis 

(Volkov and Smith, 2015). 

 

The role of the legal system in India 

As mentioned before by Fauver et al. (2003), the degree of capital market development of a 

country depends on the legal system. Investors in countries that have a legal system of English origin 

(common law) experience the most protection whereas countries that adopted the German, 

Scandinavian or even the French law system (civil law) experience the least protection. La Porte et al. 

(1997) theorized that higher legal protection results in better access to external capital. Therefore, the 

benefits of internal capital markets and corporate diversification activities are believed to be smaller in 

countries that adopted an English legal system. India has a legal system of English origin with a relatively 

underdeveloped and segmented capital market. Didier and Schmukler (2013) stated that although the 

financial markets in India are not fully developed, firms that can obtain capital seem to benefit from it. 

They also report that there is a difference in firm performance between users and nonusers of the 

external capital market, suggesting that there is a direct link between performance and external capital 

raised. Firms often become users of capital markets when there changes in firm dynamics occur, 

internally and externally. Investment opportunities that ex ante could not be realized because they were 

unprofitable, trigger an increase in the demand of capital when they become profitable. This implies that 

there is a positive relationship between the demand in capital and external capital raised.   

Common law countries historically appear to have relatively higher values of market 

capitalization (Porta et al. 1996).  The study of Porta et al. (1996) linked investor protection and 

traditions to the maturity of capital markets with country specific economic measures and found two 

important implications. First, legal systems of English origin as a whole outperforms other legal systems. 
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Most likely due to legal protections for shareholders and creditors in the English system. Secondly, the 

ability of firms to gain external funding and the role of the legal system shows that the ability of large 

firms to gain funding is relatively easy regardless their legal system whereas the ability of small firms to 

gain funding is dependent on the country’s legal system. This would most likely result in a positive link 

between the size of a firm and the leverage ratio. Didier and Schmukler (2013) additionally found that 

countries imposed restrictions on companies to issue equity and bonds, especially in recent years. 

However, India was less affected by government restrictions on the equity markets since it operates in a 

more freely environment.   
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3. Hypotheses development 

 

Diversification and firm performance 

Literature in the past few years has examined the value of corporate diversification. Several U.S. 

based studies on corporate diversification suggest that there is significant evidence to assume that 

diversified firms, on average, trade at a discount compared to non-diversified firms. (e.g. Ammann et al., 

2012; Berger and Ofek, 1995; Denis et al., 1997; Hoechle et al., 2012; Goranova et al., 2007; Rudolph and 

Schwetzler, 2014). On the other hand, global based studies (e.g. Fauver et al. 2003; Mazur and Zhang, 

2015; Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013) report that the presence of diversification discount (premium) is 

dependent on the institutional setting of a country. Rudolph and Schwetzler (2013) examined the 

relationship between the value of corporate diversification and capital market development, integration 

and the legal systems. They found that the value of diversification is limited in well-developed markets 

where standalone firms can easily obtain external capital on the capital market. In contrast, 

diversification might be of more value in emerging countries with weak investor protection (La Porta et 

al., 1998; 1999), weak law enforcement (La Porta et al., 1999) and where firms experience difficulties to 

raise external capital.  

Emerging markets are considered to have ineffective intermediary institutions such as poor 

communication facilities, underdeveloped labor markets and inefficient capital markets that lead to 

market imperfections. Khanna and Palepu (1997) argued that firms should adapt their activities to align 

with the institutional context of a country2. There are three sources of market failure that are common in 

emerging markets. First of all, participants of the economic system need reliable information to evaluate 

the value of the products they want to purchase and the value of their investments. Firms and 

individuals are less inclined to do businesses in a county that has a lot of Information asymmetries. 

Misguided regulations arise when countries put more emphasis on political goals than economic 

efficiency, causing a distorting the functioning of efficient markets. In emerging markets it is more likely 

that regulators impose rules to add stability to the society. For example, restricting the ability for firm to 

lay off employees, which makes firms more reluctant to create new jobs. As a result of these regulations, 

firms in emerging countries are less capable to take advantage of opportunities than they are in 

developed countries. Emerging markets often have incompetent judicial systems, which makes firms 

vulnerable to partners that do not abide the proposed agreements. Contracts are necessary to ensure 

cooperating by aligning the interests of different parties. Efficient markets rely on judicial systems that 

                                                           
2
 See Appendix A: how institutional context drives the strategy of a firm (Khanna and Palepu, 1997). 
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are strong enough to make sure that parties stick to the proposed agreements. Emerging markets often 

lack efficient judicial systems that leads to unreliable and unpredictable enforcements of contract. 

 

Confronted with these challenges, firms became aware that it is advantageous to develop 

internal institutions that can be of assistance to deal with market deficiencies. This indicates that there is 

a higher chance of corporate diversification discount in developed countries with well-integrated capital 

markets. Since India is an emerging market with an underdeveloped capital market, the expectation 

would be that for diversified firms is no diversification discount for Indian firms.  

Taken together, increased managerial economies of scale, ability to take on more debt, 

increased intensity of monitoring and the ability to internalize market abilities and/or failures should 

contribute to a superior performance of diversified firms compared to nonfamily firms. Hence, I 

formulated my first hypothesis as follows 

 

Hypothesis 1: Diversified firms perform better than non-diversified firms in India.  

 

The global financial crisis and firm performance 

The global financial crisis functions as a natural experiment for academics to test the impact of a 

credit-constrained situation on the performance of firms. Intrinsically it provides the opportunity to give 

new insights on the question whether diversification enhances or weakens the performance of firms 

during the crisis. The immediate effects of the global financial crisis were falling stock prices, outflow of 

foreign capital, a large reduction in foreign reserves and a tightening of domestic liquidity caused a swift 

depreciation of the exchange rate and an appreciation of short-term interest rates (Amutha, 2013). The 

Indian government has been active in handling the global financial crisis with monetary and fiscal 

measures with the goal of stabilizing the financial market, ensuring acceptable liquidity levels and 

encouraging domestic demand. The monetary and fiscal measures from the Indian government stabilized 

the interest-and-exchange rates, ensured the access to domestic liquidity and minimized the capital 

outflow. The pressure on the financial sector improved, the only downside is that it became more risk-

averse. The balance of payments and the inflation improved due to a decline in global fuel and other 

commodities prices. As a result, it shaped space for monetary easing and gave the government the 

option for more fiscal stimulus. The monetary and fiscal stimulus limited the downward trend in 

demand, especially the reduction in demand from foreign countries that suffered the most from the 

crisis. Despite the fact that India has been largely spared of the global financial contagion, the years 2008 
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and 2009 were difficult years. Bajpai (2011) reported that the economic growth of 2008-2009 was 2.1 

percent lower than the average growth rate of 8.8 percent in the period 2002-2007.  In order to mitigate 

the negative effects of the international slowdown on the Indian economy, the government provided 

fiscal stimulus in the form of a tax relief to increase domestic demand and an increase in public spending 

to generate employment. Amutha (2013) further reported that there are new restrictions for Indians to 

issue foreign investments and that the regulation on securitization does not allow firms to report 

immediate profit recognition. To facilitate the flow of funds from the financial sector to meet the 

demand of the productive sector, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) took monetary easing and liquidity 

enhancing actions. Monetary measures protected institutions against extreme forms of risk-taking and 

prevented the financial market to become extreme volatile and turbulent. Because of the actions of the 

government, India has been able to preserve the financial stability. 

Taken together, the next hypothesis will test whether the performance of Indian firms was lower 

in the crisis years due to the financial breakdown of 2008-2009.  

 

Hypothesis 2: The global financial crisis has a negative impact on the performance of Indian firms.  

 

The impact of diversification and the crisis on firm performance 

Rudolph and Schwetzler (2013) studied the impact of the financial crisis on the diversification 

discount. They suggest that there is a positive relationship between the health of the capital market and 

the interaction of financial crisis and diversification. In addition, their sample showed that diversified 

firms traded at a discount compared to non-diversified firms in non-crisis years. In contrast, the crisis 

years indicated a reduction in their diversification discount. The results from Rudolph and Schwetzler 

(2013) show that the financial crisis globally had a positive impact on the relative value of corporate 

diversification. The magnitude of the positive effect was larger for countries with stronger legal 

protection and more developed capital markets. The findings of Rudolph and Schwetzler (2013) suggests 

that the relative decline in performance in crisis periods compared to non-crisis periods is lower for 

diversified firms than for non-diversified firms. When diversified firms are outperforming non-diversified 

firms, the negative impact of the crisis on performance is alleviated by the capabilities of diversified 

firms. For example, internal capital markets of diversified firms become more efficient in the event of a 

crisis since corporate headquarters can actively reallocate scarce funds across projects when external 

capital markets are credit-constrained. 
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To determine what the impact of the crisis was on the performance on these diversified firms, an 

interaction variable will be created. The interaction variable is a multiplication of two indicator variables, 

the diversification dummy and the crisis indicator for the firm-years 2008 and 2009. Taken together, the 

last hypothesis will test whether the firm performance of diversified firms is higher than the firm 

performance of non-diversified firms during the crisis  

 

Hypothesis 3: The performance of diversified firms is relatively better than non-diversified firms 

during the global financial crisis.  
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4. Methodology 

 

According to existing literature on diversification there is a large focus on the excess value method of 

multi-and single-segment firms. This method is proposed by Berger and Ofek (1995) and measures the 

percentage difference between a firm’s total value and the sum of imputed for its segments as stand-

alone entities. My approach in this thesis is different than the excess value method since I investigate 

firm performance instead of firm value. I will conduct the method of ordinary least square (OLS) in a 

statistical program called EViews. OLS is a method to estimate unknown parameters in a linear 

regression model with the sole purpose of minimizing the variance between the observed responses and 

the responses predicted by the model. For this thesis I have used two different types of data, time series 

and panel data. Time series is characterized by data that is collected over the period 2006-2012 on all the 

variables. Unbalanced panel data contain observations on multiple entities where each entity is 

observed in multiple points in time. Using panel data is beneficial because it can address a broader range 

of issues and tackle more complex problems. It makes it possible to control for factors that vary across 

entities but not over time and which are unobserved or unmeasured. There are two classes of panel 

data: the fixed effects model and the random effects model. A major drawback of the fixed effects model 

is that any variable that does not change over time will cancel out. This implies that the ability to 

determine the influence of diversification on firm performance is lost. In order to use the panel data, I 

will use the estimated general least square (EGLS) method with random effects. The results of the 

regression analysis are reported in next section.   

 

Dependent variables 

Following the literature, this study applies two alternative measures of firm performance. The 

goal of this thesis is to test whether diversified firms perform better than non-diversified firms. For the 

entire sample I will use two measures of firm specific performance. First of all, Tobin’s Q (market price to 

book value) is a forward-looking measure that provides ample information about firm performance with 

a reflection of investors’ valuations of both tangible and intangible assets. Tobin’s Q is furthermore a 

robust indicator when comparing different businesses because the ratio represents the net present value 

of future cash flows divided by the replacement costs of tangible assets (Lien and Li, 2013). The second 

measure of firm performance is the return on assets (ROA) which is the earnings before taxes interest 

over total assets (George and Kabir 2008; Muttakin et al. 2015). It is an indicator of how efficient the 

management of a firm is in deploying its total assets to generate positive cash flows. ROA is heavily 
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dependent on its industry, capital-intensive industries with stable earnings are more likely to have lower 

ROA ratios than for example pharmaceutical companies, who understate their assets through R&D 

(Reinhardt, 2001). 

 

Existing literature generally applied accounting-based standards of a firm’s profitability to 

analyze the impact of diversification on performance (Contractor et al., 2003). Benston (1985) suggests 

that accounting measures have significant limitations in analyzing firm performance. Differences in 

accounting standards across firms and countries make comparison difficult. Additionally, business risks 

associated with firm performance are not incorporated in accounting standards. As mentioned before, 

accounting-based performance only reflects a record of the firm’s past financial status and thereby 

neglects the expectation of future performance. Tobin’s Q makes it possible to assess firm performance 

on market-based standards. When markets are assumed efficient, the value of assets denotes an 

unbiased present value of current and future profits discounted at the risk-adjusted cost of capital (Lang 

and Stulz, 1994). Wernerfelt and Montgomery (1988) argued that Tobin’s Q assesses the business risk 

associated with the firm’s assets and minimizes distortions due to tax laws and accounting conventions. 

Lang and Stulz (1994) argued that Tobin’s Q does not require a risk adjustment or normalization to 

compare across firms since the present value of future cash flows is divided by the replacement cost of 

tangible assets. 

Unfortunately, Tobin’s Q is not the superior methods and thus likewise as the ROA has its 

limitations. Determining the value of Tobin’s Q neglects intangible assets in the denominator which, as a 

result, overstates the relative performance of firms with large investments in intangible assets 

(Lindenberg and Ross, 1981). Since the value of Tobin’s Q is a market based measure, it is affected by the 

overall health of the economy. Tobin’s Q is vulnerable to fluctuations when the economy is not stable, 

making it harder to assess the reliability of Tobin’s Q, which needs to be taken into account (Sharpe, 

1978). Since it is difficult to estimate the replacements costs for firms, Tobin’s Q is calculated as the 

market-to-book value of assets. This simplified measure of Tobin’s Q for the firm performance has been 

widely used by academics (Shin and Stulz, 1998; Wu et al., 2012; Muttakin et al., 2015). 

 

Explanatory variables 

For this thesis I want to investigate what the effect of diversification and impact of the global 

financial crisis is on the performance of Indian firms. Diversification is measured as a dummy variable 
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that has the value one or zero for the entire sample3. Crisis is measured as a dummy variable that has the 

value of one for the years 2008-2009 and zero in other years.  

Lastly, I created an interaction variable that captures the effect of the diversification on the crisis. The 

purpose of the interaction variable is to measures how the change from a non-crisis period to a crisis 

period affects the performance of diversified firms. 

  The model in this thesis is an adjusted replication of the model proposed in Muttakin et al. 

(2015) to measure firm performance in family firms. I employ the following two models to test my 

hypotheses. 

 

Control variables  

Based on prior research (Chang and Wang, 2007; Muttakin et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2012), I 

employ the following control variables: firm size, profitability ratio, cash-to-sales ratio, capital expenses-

to-sales ratio and the leverage ratio and test their effects on firm performance.  

Firm size is related to the control of managers over the firms’ financial assets. Small firms are 

often more source-constrained and vulnerable to competitors than larger firms (Douglas and Lang, 

2003). Lewellen (1971) report that small firms have fewer resources to leverage when they expand to 

new markets, which will limit their benefits from internal diversification. In contrast, large firms are more 

likely to experience coordination costs, which would reduce the synergy of diversification. As a result, 

the effect of firm size on the performance on diversification is uncertain.  

It has been proven that firm leverage affects firm value (Lewellen, 1971). Firms with high debt 

levels experience unfavorable valuation since it makes it difficult for them to raise additional funds to 

finance projects with positive net present value (Lang et al., 1996). In contrast, high levels of debts 

disciplines managerial behavior since the actions of managers are more intensively monitored by 

creditors (Jensen, 1986). In this situation, there is a positive relationship between higher debt levels and 

firm performance. According to the pecking order theory, each investment is financed with retained 

earnings, followed by debt and lastly by the issuance of new equity (Myers, 1984). More profitable firms 

have the ability to lower their debt level with excess cash. On the other hand, the trade-off theory 

proposes that more-profitable firms want to benefit from the tax shield, and therefore take higher debt 

levels. The pecking-order theory proposes a negative relationship between firm performance and ROA 

whereas the trade-off theory proposes a positive relationship between ROA and leverage.  

                                                           
3
 Diversification value is obtained from the Woldscope database and is comprehensively explained in the data 

section. 
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Diversified firms have lower cross-divisional correlation in investment opportunities and higher 

correlation between investment opportunities and cash flow than non-diversified firms which 

corresponds to lower level of cash holdings (Duchin, 2010). The effects are more profound in financial 

constrained firms and well-managed firms, and corresponds to beneficial fund transfers from successful 

and dependent divisions to struggling divisions that requires internal funding. Furthermore, diversified 

firms have the ability to transfer excess cash internally whereas non-diversified firms only have to ability 

to transfer excess cash to external parties. When firms are not financially constrained and can access 

external capital markets without too much effort, they can save on the costs of holding cash. Since India 

is an emerging market, firms are less effective in determining optimal cash holding levels. The level of 

cash holdings of non-diversified firms in India are therefore expected to be higher than in diversified 

firms. Applying this rationale to the cash-to-sales variable, I expect that a higher cash-to-sales ratio has a 

negative impact on firm performance. It has been widely documented that firms who take on high levels 

of capital investments relative to their natural level operations, tend to have lower returns than firms 

with opposite characteristics. This is consistent with the argument that firms evaluate investment 

opportunities by applying a minimum acceptable rate of return that reflects the expected return, 

implying a negative cross-sectional correlation between returns and investment levels (Cordis and Kirby, 

2015). The level of cash that a firm have is necessary in calculating the value of Tobin’s Q which entails 

that the relationship between cash-to-sales and Tobin’s Q is expected to persist as positive value in all 

the Tobin’s Q models. The Capex-to-sales variable measures the investment intensity, which is expected 

to have a positive relationship on firm performance. However, the investment intensity could have a 

negative effect on firm performance in a conflicting situation. When there are conflicts of interest 

between managers, shareholders and stakeholders it will affect the investment objectives of firms. As a 

result, higher chance of inefficient managerial decision making and suboptimal investments increase the 

likelihood of underinvestment and overinvestment. Additionally, since the ROA is an accounting-based 

measure and is negatively affected by an increase capital expenses, it has generally also a negative 

relationship with Capex-to-sales. The last control variable in this thesis is profitability, measured as the 

firm’s earnings before interest and taxes divided by sales (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013). It is generally 

acknowledged that profitability is positively related to firm performance.  
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Where  Definition 

Dependent variables 
Tobin’s Q  Market value of equity plus the book value of total debt divided by the 

book value of total assets (Berger and Ofek, 1995; Lang and Stulz, 1993; 
Lien and Li 2013; Muttakin et al., 2015); 

ROA  return on assets measured as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)  
divided by the book value of total assets (Chakrabarti et al., 2007; 
Muttakin et al., 2015); 

Explanatory variables 
 Expected sign  

Size ( + ) natural logarithm of total assets; 
Profit ( + ) firm’s earnings before interest and taxes divided by total sales (Rudolph 

and Schwetzler, 2013); 
Cash_sales ( - ) firm’s cash and short-term investments divided by sales (Rudolph and 

Schwetzler, 2013); 
Capex_sales ( - ) firm’s capital expenditures to sales (Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013); 
Leverage ( + ) firm’s debt to total assets; 
Divi ( + ) dummy variable set equal to 1 for diversified firms and 0 for non-

diversified firms for the entire sample; 
Crisisi ( - ) dummy variable in which 2008 and 2009 are reported as a crisis year; 
Divi*Crisisi ( + ) firm’s interaction variable between the dummy variables diversification 

and crisis; 
ε  error term 

 

Model specifications 

In this section will explain the determinants of firm performance alongside the control variables. 

A brief summary of how each variable influences firm performance will be given. Based on previous 

literature (e.g. Muttakin et al., 2015; Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013), the following control variables are 

included. Firm size (SIZE), Profitability (Profit), Cash-to-sales (Cash_Sales), Capex-to-sales (Capex_Sales) 

and the leverage ratio (Leverage).  

 

Large firms are on average, more mature, more predictable and have more stable earnings than 

small firms. Chan and Chen (1991) support this view by examining the structural and return 

characteristics of small and large firms and concluded that there is a relationship between firm size and 

performance. Small firms in their sample tend to be performing below expectations and are on average 

less efficiently with higher leverage ratios. As result of differences in (i) production efficiency, (ii) 

leverage, and (iii) access to external finance, small firms are more likely to be riskier than large firms. 

Larger firms more often have the ability to make immense investments and often gain preferential 

treatment, which could enhance their performance (Muttakin et al., 2015).  In contrast, it is argued that 

larger firms might have fewer growth opportunities (Morck et al., 1988) and coordination problems 
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(Williamson, 1967), which can impact their performance negatively. The effect of firm size on both ROA 

and Tobin’s Q is ambiguous. Profitability is expected to have a positive impact on both performance 

measures. Cash-to-sales is expected to have a negative relationship with firm performance in the ROA 

model and it is expected to have a positive value in the Tobin’s Q models. Investment intensity is 

measured as Capex-to-sales in which the relationship with performance is ambiguous.     

The leverage ratio is expected to decline in periods of external capital restrictions. On the other 

hand, Jensen and Meckling (1976) were the first to oppose the view of Modigliani and Miller that a firm 

cannot change its value since the value is determined by the value of its real assets, not the securities. 

The manager’s preferences for operating activities which are affects the performance of a firm can be 

influenced by the amount of debt in a firm’s capital structure, implying that the coefficient of leverage 

could be positive or negative. 

 

Control variables 

Tobin’s Qit =  α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + ε (1a) 
 
ROAit =   α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + ε (1b) 
 

The focus of this thesis is to determine whether diversification enhances or deteriorates firm 

performance. Diversification (Divi) is the most important variable which allows me to determine whether 

hypothesis 1 holds. Existing literature suggests that diversification is beneficial in emerging markets 

(Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010; Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013). Since India is an emerging market 

with underdeveloped capital markets, the expectation is that the performance of diversified firms is 

better than the performance of non-diversified firms. This implicates that the coefficients for the variable 

Divi is positive and significant.   

 

Diversified firms perform better than non-diversified firms in India. 

Tobin’s Qit =  α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (2a) 
Β6Divi + ε 

 
ROAit =   α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (2b) 

Β6Divi + ε 
 

The crisis is expected to have a negative relationship with firm performance. As mentioned 

before, ROA is an accounting-based measure for firm performance and Tobin’s Q is a market-based 

measure for firm performance. The magnitude of the crisis has a higher impact on market-based values 
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than accounting-based values and is expected to be more observable in the Tobin’s Q models. The 

assumption is that the crisis will have a negative impact on the performance of firms.   

 

Firm performance during the crisis 

Tobin’s Qit =  α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (3a) 
Β6Crisisit + ε 

 
ROAit =   α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (3b) 

Β6Crisisit + ε 
 

In addition to the negative impact of the crisis on firm performance, an interesting point would 

be to examine the impact of the crisis on diversified firms and non-diversified firms simultaneously. In 

the next model the crisis and interaction between the crisis and diversified firms is tested to see whether 

being diversified in a crisis is enhancing the performance. The expectation is that the negative effect of a 

crisis is alleviated by being a diversified firm.  

 

Firm performance of diversified firms compared to non-diversified firms during the crisis 

Tobin’s Qit =  α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (4a) 
Β6Divi + β7Crisisit + ε 

 
ROAit =   α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (4b) 

Β6Divi + β7Crisisit + ε 
 

In line with Kuppuswamy and Villalonga (2010), a diversification dummy, a crisis indicator and 

the interaction between the two variables and numerous firm-specific control variables are regressed in 

both firm performance models. The interaction terms and implications on them are sensitive to the size 

of the sample used in the regression analysis. This is often caused by large standard errors of the 

interaction terms, since the addition of an interaction term in the model is likely to increase the chance 

of multicollinearity. The interaction term is formed by the multiplication of two indicator variables, the 

diversification dummy and the crisis indicator. It measures how the change from a non-crisis period to a 

crisis period affects the performance of diversified firms. In situations where multicollinearity gives 

problems, it is common that the coefficient estimates are not stable and that they are hard to interpret. 

A possible solution for multicollinearity problems is to add more information.  

In the last model, crisis is once more expected to have a negative relationship with firm 

performance. Additionally, the model incorporates the impact of being diversified and the interaction 

term, which both are expected to have a positive effect on the firm performance. 
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Firm performance of diversified firms compared to firm performance of non-diversified firms during the 

crisis by including the interaction term. 

Tobin’s Qit =  α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (5a) 
Β6Divi + β7Crisisit + β8Divi*Crisisit + ε 

 
ROAit =   α0 + β1Sizeit + β2Profitit + β3Cash_Salesit + β4Capex_Salesit + Β5Leverageit + (5b) 

Β6Divi + β7Crisisit + β8Divi*Crisisit + ε 
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Data 

The sample used in this paper are Indian publicly listed firms. Financial information has been 

gathered over a period of seven years (2006-2012). All Indian publicly listed firms are gathered from the 

Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis Database. The Orbis database provide International Securities Identification 

(ISIN) numbers that will be used to obtain balance sheet items in the Woldscope database. When the 

company does not have ISIN numbers in the Orbis database, it will be removed from the sample.  

   Capital Markets and economic data are collected from DataStream and balance sheet items are 

gathered from the Thomson Reuters Worldscope database. For the analysis I follow Berger and Ofek 

(1995) sample criteria and eliminate firms with segments in the financial sector (SIC 60000-699), non-

classifiable segments (SIC 9999) and firms with insufficient financial information. Furthermore, there is 

an exclusion of years with sales less than 20 million US$ and with a missing value of total capital. Firms 

with total sales of less than 20 million US$ are excluded to avoid distorted valuation multipliers; small 

firms often trade at a discount to acquire additional liquidity (Loderer and Roth, 2005). In a next phase, 

faulty and negative sales figures are eliminated.  The focus of this thesis is exclusively on the segment 

sales, as data on segment assets and profitability in the sample are insufficient to draw any inferences. 

The result of the screening procedure gives us a sample of 7,427Indian firms-year observations. Table 1 

gives an overview of the various screening steps and lists the number of excluded firms.    

 
Table 1  
Sample selection process. Data are gathered from Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis Database, University Datastream 
database and Thomson Reuters Woldscope database. The request is restricted to publicly traded firms in India with 
the time period 2006 to 2012. 

Total number of requested firm from Orbis.  5670  100% 

Exclusion of firms without ISIN numbers -520  -9.17% 

Exclusion of firms without SIC code for the first segment & non-classifiable segments -3004  -52.98% 

Exclusion of firms with insufficient information and sales less than $20mln  -833  -14.69% 

Exclusion of firms segment in the financial sector (SIC 6000-6999) -252  -4.45% 

Final sample 1061  18.71% 

 
Firms are defined as non-diversified when they report sales in only one segment or when their 

most important segment accounts for more than 90% of their total sales. This process avoids classifying 

firms as diversified, if they are predominantly active in one segment with insignificant activities in other 

segments. Diversification definition is based on the classification system of 4-digit SIC codes linked to 48 

industry groups, which was first proposed by a study of Fama and French (1997).  The majority of current 

literature on diversification studies employ the Compustat SIC system (Amman et al., 2012; Berger and 

Ofek, 1995; Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010; Volkov and Smith, 2015). In contrast, this thesis employs 
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the same database as Rudolph and Schewtzler (2013), which is the Worldscope database. The 

Worldscope Fama-French has a better correspondence with the Compustat SIC system than the 

Woldscope SIC system as argued by Weiner (2005). Correspondence of the SIC systems refers to the 

structural similarity of the classification system and their similarity in allocating firms over several 

industries. After classifying firm-year observations as diversified or non-diversified, a diversification 

dummy has to be construct that is constant over the entire sample. The sample has seven firm-years 

observations for each firm. When a firm report that their sales segment is diversified in at least four out 

of the seven years, it is treated as a diversified firm. Additionally, firms that report their sales segment as 

diversified in less than four years are treated as non-diversified firms. From the total sample of 1061 

firms, 298 firms meet the requirements and are treated as diversified firms. The remaining 763 firms that 

did not meet the requirements are treated as non-diversified firms.     

 
Table 2. 
An overview of the number of firms over the year that are justify the Berger & Ofek (1995) criteria for being 
qualified as a standalone firm (the most important segment should  account for more than 90% of the total sales). 
It appears that Indian firms in recent years started to report sales in more than one segment and/or other 
segments regarding sales started to contribute a more significant role. 

Years    2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Mean Mean % 

Diversified firms   260 282 289 288 307 314 317 294 27.71% 
Non-diversified firms  801 779 772 773 754 747 744 767 72.29% 

Total number of firms  1061 1061 1061 1061 1061 1061 1061 1061 100.0% 

 

Table 2 shows that the percentage of firms that are, regarding our definition of diversification, defined as 

diversified lies between 24.5% in 2006 and 29.9% in 2012. The number of firms that became diversified 

in recent years appears to have increased in recent years. It is theorized that being diversified is 

beneficial during crisis periods due to the ability to substitute expensive external capital with 

comparatively cheaper capital. This gives diversified firms a financial advantage over non-diversified 

firms despite the fact that there is no significant difference in the cost of capital from external creditors. 

However, since diversification is measured as a segmentation of sales, it is not accurate to consider that 

number diversified firms is increasing in India. It could be that firms due to the crisis approached and 

different range consumers for their products which are reported in other segments, not necessarily 

implying an increase in diversification. The share of diversified firms in our sample is comparable to 

(Hoechle et al., 2012; Amman et al., 2012).  

 

Previous literature revealed that differences between diversified and non-diversified firms is 

attributable to the institutional context. Fauver et al. (2003) examined the role of capital market 
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maturity, integration and judicial system on diversification. They report that the benefits of 

diversification are limited in developed countries where the institutional context allows small, risky and 

non-diversified firms to raise external funding without too much effort. Alternatively, firms in emerging 

markets that have difficulties in raising external capital benefit the most from diversification. 

A positive link between capital market development and the interaction of the crisis and 

diversification has been suggested by Rudolph and Schwetzler (2013). In other words, the net effects of 

diversified firms in more segmented and less developed capital markets will reduce more than the net 

effects of non-diversified firms in the event of a crisis. In addition to this, the net effects of diversified 

firms in integrated and developed capital markets will increase more than the net effects of non-

diversified firms in the event of a crisis. 

Legal investor protection to capital providers is proposed to have a positive impact on the 

interaction of the global financial crisis and diversification. Countries that have lower the protection of 

investor rights experience ana larger decline in performance of diversified firms due by the crisis.  

 

In order to give a perception of the level of capital market maturity, the Indian market is 

compared to two developed regions in the world: The Eurozone and North America. The degree of 

capital market development of a country depends on the legal system. It is reported that investors in 

countries that have a legal system of English origin (common law) generally experience the most 

protection. It has been reported that there is a positive relationship between the degree of legal 

protection and the access to external capital. Diversification is expected to be more of value in the 

absence well-developed and integrated capital markets. Additionally, the benefits of internal capital 

markets and corporate diversification are smaller in countries that adopted an English legal system.  

India has a legal system of English origin with a relatively underdeveloped and segmented capital 

market. To assess the degree of capital market maturity and legal protection, this thesis looks to five 

economic measures as reported in table 3. The annual results as well as the average over the entire 

period are reported, with the specifications of GNI per capita (in 2005 US$), market capitalization of 

listed companies as % of GDP, total value of stocks traded as % of GDP, number of listed companies to 

population and the strength of legal rights. The data is obtained from the World Bank’s WDI database for 

the period 2006 2012. The results show that gross national income (GNI) per capita in India is much 

lower than in the Eurozone and North America. This implies that the size of the capital market is smaller 

in India and therefore indicates that it is less developed. The market capitalization ratio is the stock 

market capitalization divided by market GDP. 
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The 2007-2009 financial crisis was caused by subprime loans in the U.S. rather than depressed 

capital markets (Esdorf et al. 2013). In 2007 the market capitalization of listed companies reached its 

peak.  Indian stocks appear to have lost 2/3 of their value on the stock market in 2008. Table 3 therefore 

assists me in determining the crisis years. I will set the crisis years on 2008 and 2009, which is in line with 

previous literature (Kuppuswamy and Villalonga, 2010; Rudolph and Schwetzler, 2013, 2014). The 

number of publicly listed companies in relation to population gives an indication of the firm’s access to 

capital. The choice for firms to go public is positively affected by the access to a broader range of capital 

and negatively affected by the costs of being a publicly listed firm. India seems to have a smaller capital 

market than the Eurozone and North America indicating that firms are less inclined to go public. 

Strength of legal rights is an indicator that measures to which degree collateral and bankruptcy 

regulations protects the rights of debtors and creditors in safeguarding their lending activities. The index 

ranges from zero to twelve, with a higher value on this index indicates that the regulations are better 

constructed to improve the access to credit. Unfortunately this variable is introduced by the WDI in 2012 

and therefore not applicable to the entire sample. It remained stable in all three economies in the last 

years implying that India has a decent set of regulations that protect the rights of debtors and creditors. 

 
Table 3. 
The level of capital market development. The table exhibits capital market development indicators per region for the period 
2006 to 2012. The data is obtained from the World Bank’s WDI database. 

  
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 mean 

Panel A: GNI per capita (in 2005 US$) 

 

India 778 845 863 923 1,000 1,054 1,090 936 

 
Eurozone 33,000 33,726 33,583 32,121 32,773 33,251 33,103 33,079 

 

North America 44,489 45,018 44,625 42,950 43,809 44,296 44,876 44,295 
Panel B: Market capitalization  
of listed companies as % of GDP 

 

India 86.28% 146.86% 52.73% 86.37% 94.58% 55.31% 68.97% 84.44% 

 
Eurozone 77.55% 81.52% 36.58% 47.95% 49.94% 40.82% 49.95% 54.90% 

 

North America 139.26% 138.86% 78.33% 106.10% 116.38% 101.37% 114.91% 113.60% 
Panel C: Stocks traded as  
total value (% of GDP) 

 
India 67.27% 89.41% 85.76% 79.75% 61.86% 40.32% 33.98% 65.48% 

 

Eurozone 91.78% 118.35% 81.57% 44.05% 45.26% 47.66% 39.24% 66.84% 

 

North America 227.77% 277.63% 404.40% 303.73% 191.87% 186.40% 125.45% 245.32% 
Panel D: Listed domestic companies  
In relation to population (million) 

 
India 4.13 4.14 4.11 4.08 4.05 4.10 4.11 4.10 

 

Eurozone 19.91 19.86 20.45 19.77 18.93 18.74 18.28 19.42 

 
North America 27.00 27.01 28.03 24.02 23.58 23.45 22.90 25.14 

Panel E: Strength of legal rights  

 India - - - - - - - 6 

 Eurozone - - - - - - - 5 

 North America - - - - - - - 11 
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Descriptive statistics  

Table 4 presents descriptive statistics of the variables based on the full sample of 1061 firms 

implying 7427 firm-year observations. The first thing that is observable is that the data is missing some 

information in which the loss in data is the most in the variable Tobin’s Q and the least in the variable 

Size. The loss of data is making the data less reliable, but not problematic since EViews can automatically 

adjust the sample for regression analyses. I have included the dummy variables diversification and crisis 

and the interaction variable divcrisis into the sample to show how much of the data is affected by these 

variables. 28.1 % of the firm-year observations in the sample are considered as diversified. Among the 

key variables the mean (median) Tobin’s Q is 1.511 (1.122), and the mean ROA is 0.102 (0.094). The 

average size of firms is 15.669 (15.424), and firms report a profit of 0.115 (1.04) per unit of sales. Firms 

hold a ratio of 0.049 (0.017) cash per unit of sales, and the capital expenses are 0.169 (0.066) per unit of 

sales. The results indicate that leverage, the debt to assets ratio, is balanced. Firms hold per unit assets 

of leverage 1.058 (0.923) units of debt per unit of assets.   

 

Table 4. 
Descriptive statistics. 

Variables  Number Mean Median Stv. Dev. 1st quartile 3rd quartile 

Tobin’s Q 7144 1.551 1.122 1.389 0.909 1.657 
ROA 7368 0.102 0.094 0.108 0.057 0.142 
Size 7424 15.669 15.424 1.543 14.562 16.560 
Profit 7373 0.115 0.104 0.752 0.057 0.171 
Cash-to-sales 7311 0.049 0.017 0.494 0.007 0.038 
Capex-to-sales 7353 0.169 0.066 0.604 0.027 0.155 
Leverage 7356 1.058 0.923 0.720 0.628 1.304 
Diversified 7427 0.281 0.000 0.449 0.000 1.000 
Crisis 7427 0.286 0.000 0.452 0.000 1.000 
Divcrisis 7427 0.080 0.000 0.272 0.000 0.000 
Variables definition: Tobin’s q is the market value of equity plus the book value of total debt divided by the book value of total 
assets. ROA is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by the book value of total assets. Diversified is a dummy 
variable set equal to 1 for diversified firms and 0 for non-diversified firms for the entire sample. Crisis is a dummy variable in 
which 2008 and 2009 are reported as a crisis year. Divcrisis is the interaction variable between the dummy variables 
diversification and crisis. Size is the first natural logarithm of total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes 
divided by total sales. Leverage is the ratio of debt to total assets. 
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Table 5 provides the Pearson’s correlation matrix for the key variables in the study. As reported 

in table 5, Tobin’s Q appears to be significantly positively correlated (r=.302) to ROA, (r= .041) 

diversification, (r= .089) Size, (r= .027) Profit, (r= .046) Cash-to-sales and (r= .055) Leverage. Tobin’s Q is 

significantly negatively affected by the (r= -.086) crisis and the (r= -.026) interaction term. The Capex-to-

sales ratio appears to have an insignificant negative relationship with Tobin’s Q. Interesting information 

is given by the correlation between Tobin’s Q and ROA (r= 0.302) since the first value is a based on 

market values whereas the second value is based on accounting values. As the correlation is significant 

and positive, it suggests that an increase in market-based firm performance is connected to an increase 

in accounting-based firm performance. This makes our data more reliable with respect to the firm 

performance measures. ROA is significantly positively correlated to (r= .027) profit and (r= .119) 

leverage, and significantly negatively correlated to (r= -.022) crisis, (r= -.021) Cash-to-sales and (r= -.093) 

Capex-to-sales.  

Size is the natural logarithm of total assets and is positively related to Tobin’s Q and slightly 

negatively to ROA which implies that larger firms are expected to perform better than smaller firms 

(Chan and Chen, 1991). Profitability is a measure of performance and is therefore positively related to 

the Tobin’s Q and ROA. Cash-to-sales is positively related to Tobin’s Q, the excess cash will cause the 

Tobin’s Q ratio to be higher. On the other hand, excess cash can also implicate a lack of investment 

opportunities. Having higher cash levels is therefore negatively related to the ROA. The interesting part is 

that leverage is negatively related to all variables except Tobin’s Q and ROA. A possible explanation is 

that poor firm performance may lead to higher observed debt levels since distressed firms take up higher 

debt or their market value declines. Additionally, high leverage ratio may be the cause for firms to 

experience poor performance. The relationship between ROA and capital structure is theoretical 

plausible. According to the pecking-order theory, each investment is financed with retained earnings, 

followed by debt and lastly by the issuance of new equity (Myers, 1984). More profitable firms have the 

ability to lower their debt levels with excess cash. In line with the pecking-order theory, a negative 

relationship between leverage and ROA can be expected. On the other hand, the trade-off theory 

proposes that more-profitable firms want to benefit from the tax shield, and therefore take higher debt 

levels. The table shows that ROA is positively related to leverage as expected by the literature (Jensen, 

1986) 
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Table 5 
Pearson correlation matrix 

 
Tobin’s Q ROA Diversified Crisis divcrisis Size Profit cash_sales capex_sales leverage 

Tobin’s Q 1 
         ROA 0.302*** 1 

        Diversified 0.041*** 0.016 1 
       Crisis -0.086*** -0.022* 0.000 1 

      Divcrisis -0.026** 0.001 0.473*** 0.467*** 1 
     Size 0.089*** -0.015 0.171*** -0.002 0.078*** 1 

    Profit 0.027** 0.298*** 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.060*** 1 
   Cash_sales 0.046*** -0.021** 0.019* -0.002 0.000 0.036*** 0.007 1 

  Capex_sales -0.010 -0.093*** -0.012 0.012 -0.001 0.111*** -0.097*** 0.083*** 1 
 Leverage 0.055*** 0.119*** -0.037*** -0.006 -0.024** -0.310*** -0.209*** -0.148*** -0.307*** 1 

* Significant at the 10% level, ** significant at the 5% level, *** Significant at the 1% level. All tests are two tailed. 
Variables definition: Tobin’s q is the market value of equity plus the book value of total debt divided by the book value of total assets. ROA 
is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by the book value of total assets. Diversified is a dummy variable set equal to 1 for 
diversified firms and 0 for non-diversified firms for the entire sample. Crisis is a dummy variable in which 2008 and 2009 are reported as a 
crisis year. Divcrisis is the interaction variable between the dummy variables diversification and crisis. Size is the first natural logarithm of 
total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by total sales. Cash_sales is the ratio of cash and short-term 
investments divided by sales. Capex_sales is the ratio of capital expenditures to sales. Leverage is the ratio of debt to total assets 
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5. Analyses 

 

Differences between diversified and non-diversified firms  

Table 6 shows the first analysis by comparing the differences of diversified and non-diversified 

with respect to the variables. I have run two descriptive statistics on both diversified and non-diversified 

firms. The sample has 298 diversified firms and 763 non-diversified firms.  

Table 6a. 
Diversified firms. 

Variables  Number Mean Median Stv. Dev. 1
st

 quartile 3
rd

 quartile 

Tobin’s Q 2039 1.641 1.177 1.390 0.936 1.793 
ROA 2069 0.105 0.097 0.093 0.056 0.144 
Size 2086 16.091 15.886 1.702 14.910 17.156 
Profit 2069 0.127 0.111 0.233 0.063 0.174 
Cash-to-sales 2061 0.065 0.021 0.896 0.010 0.043 
Capex-to-sales 2071 0.157 0.065 0.412 0.028 0.151 
Leverage 2074 1.016 0.887 0.699 0.613 1.243 

Variables definition: Tobin’s q is the market value of equity plus the book value of total debt divided by the book value of total 
assets. ROA is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by the book value of total assets. Size is the first natural 
logarithm of total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by total sales. Leverage is the ratio of 
debt to total assets. 

Table 6b. 
Non-diversified firms. 

Variables  Number Mean Median Stv. Dev. 1
st

 quartile 3
rd

 quartile 

Tobin’s Q 5105 1.515 1.101 1.388 0.900 1.597 
ROA 5299 0.101 0.094 0.114 0.057 0.141 
Size 5338 15.504 15.291 1.443 14.476 16.334 
Profit 5304 0.110 0.102 0.875 0.055 0.169 
Cash-to-sales 5250 0.043 0.016 0.157 0.006 0.036 
Capex-to-sales 5282 0.173 0.066 0.664 0.026 0.157 
Leverage 5282 1.074 0.936 0.727 0.634 1.326 

Variables definition: Tobin’s q is the market value of equity plus the book value of total debt divided by the book value of total 
assets. ROA is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by the book value of total assets. Size is the first natural 
logarithm of total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes divided by total sales. Leverage is the ratio of 
debt to total assets. 

 Tobin’s Q, a market-based performance measure, is a ratio that links the firm’s market value to 

the replacement cost of its assets. ROA, an accounting based measure, is the ratio between the firm’s 

sales divided by the total assets and projects how effective a firm is in generating earnings compared to 

the amount it invests. Both ratios serve as a proxy for growth opportunities.  Size shows how large a firm 

is and it is defined as the natural logarithm of firm’s total assets. The key variables show at first sight that 

the mean (median) Tobin’s Q is 1.641 (1.177) of diversified firms, which is higher than the mean 

(median) Tobin’s Q 1.515 (1.101) of non-diversified firms. The mean ROA is 0.105 (.097) of diversified 

firms, which is comparable to the mean (median) ROA 0.101 (0.094) of non-diversified firms. Diversified 
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firms perform significantly better in terms of Tobin’s Q but not in terms of ROA. Size indicates that 

diversified firms are on average larger than non-diversified firms, which is consistent with the findings of 

Berger and Ofek (1995). Profitability is the earnings before interest and taxes divided by sales and shows 

the firm’s ability to generate earnings as related to its expenses. The ratio is quite similar between 

diversified and non-diversified firms. Furthermore, diversified and non-diversified firms do not differ 

significantly in terms of Cash-to-Sales and Capex-to-Sales. The leverage ratio is measured as the total 

book value of debt divided by its total assets. The interesting point is that the ratio between diversified 

and non-diversified firms is inconsistent with the common opinion on leverage. According to Lewellen 

(1971), diversified firms can take advantage of the more money effect which implies that they can 

potentially take higher debt levels as compared to non-diversified firms because of their relatively lower 

cash flow volatility.  

 

Firm performance analysis  

Table 7 reports the OLS estimates of all models for testing the hypotheses. Table 7a describes 

firm performance according to ROA and table 7b describes firm performance according to Tobin’s Q.   

 

Model 1 shows the impact of the control variables on firm performance. ROA is positively related 

to size, profit and leverage, and negatively related to capital expenses-to-sales. All variables are 

significant, except the cash-to-sales as displayed in table 6. Tobin’s Q is positively related to size, profit, 

cash-to-sales and leverage. All variables are significant except the capital expenses-to-sales.  

Larger firms have a positive impact on firm performance as predicted by the literature (Chan and 

Chen, 1991). Profit has a positive value and is in line with the expectations since profitable firms are 

generally report higher levels of ROA and Tobin’s Q. Cash-to-sales has a positive value effect on Tobin’s Q 

since the level of cash holdings is an important element for determining the value of Tobin’s Q. Cash-to-

sales does not seem to have a negative impact since it is not significant. The Capex-to-sales variable 

measures the investment intensity and is negative in both firm performance measurements but 

insignificant in Tobin’s Q. Higher debt levels improves firm performance according to both ROA and 

Tobin’s Q which is in line with the literature (Lewellen, 1971; Jensen 1986).  

 

Model 2 is an extension of the first model in which the diversification dummy is added. The 

diversification dummy, which has a value of 1 for diversified firms and a value of 0 for non-diversified 

firms. The ROA analysis indicate a positive coefficient which is significant at 10%. For the Tobin’s analysis 
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the coefficient of diversification is also positively, but slightly insignificant with a value of 10.3%. The 

results of model 2 indicates that diversified firms are performing better in terms of ROA and Tobin’s Q 

compared to non-diversified firms and therefore the first hypothesis is supported with the ROA analysis. 

In addition, the variable size is not significant anymore in the ROA analysis due to the additional 

diversification variable. With respect to the Tobin’s Q analysis, there is to some degree evidence to claim 

that diversified firms perform better than non-diversified firms since the diversification dummy is 

significant at 10.3%. However, I cannot support the first hypothesis with the Tobin’s Q analysis since the 

diversification dummy is not significant. 

 

In model 3, the global financial crisis is calculated with the control variables. Crisis is regarded as 

a dummy variable and has the value of 1 in the crisis years of 2008-2009 and has a value of 0 in other 

years. The results show that the crisis has a negative coefficient and is statistically significant. The 

conclusion is that the performance of firms is negatively affected by the crisis and the second hypothesis 

is supported. 

 

Model four displays the crisis and diversification in a crisis. The model shows that the crisis has a 

negative impact on the both performance measures and that diversification has a positive impact on firm 

performance. This assumption is true for the ROA analysis since both dummy variables are significant 

However, in the Tobin’s Q analysis the diversification dummy is insignificant. 

 

In the final model the interaction term captures the interaction of the crisis and diversification.   

The interaction term appears to be positive in both models, indicating that diversified firms perform 

better during a crisis. Unfortunately, in both models the results are not significant and therefore the last 

hypothesis cannot be supported. 
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Table 7a 
Firm performance and diversification 

 
Dependent variable Return on Assets (ROA) 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Sizeit 0.001* 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

0.001* 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

Profitit 0.042*** 
(0.001) 

0.042*** 
(0.002) 

0.042*** 
(0.002) 

0.042*** 
(0.002) 

0.042*** 
(0.002) 

Cash_salesit -0.003 
(0.002) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

Capex_salesit -0.006*** 
(0.002) 

-0.006*** 
(0.002) 

-0.006*** 
(0.002) 

-0.006*** 
(0.002) 

-0.006*** 
(0.002) 

Leverageit 0.020*** 
(0.002) 

0.020*** 
(0.002) 

0.020*** 
(0.002) 

0.020*** 
(0.002) 

0.020*** 
(0.002) 

Diversification - 0.005* 
(0.003) - 

0.005* 
(0.003) 

0.004 
(0.003) 

Crisis - 
- 

-0.005** 
(0.003) 

-0.005** 
(0.003) 

-0.006* 
(0.003) 

Divit*Crisisit - - - - 0.003 
(0.006) 

Constant 0.055*** 
(0.014) 

0.058 
(0.014) 

0.057*** 
(0.014) 

0.060*** 
(0.014) 

0.060*** 
(0.014) 

Adjusted R2 0.106 0.106 0.107 0.106 0.106 
F-statistics 171.032 143.034 143.232 123.204 107.822 
Observations 7193 7193 7193 7193 7193 
Variables definition: Size is the first natural logarithm of total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes 
divided by total sales. Cash_sales is the ratio of cash and short-term investments divided by sales. Capex_sales is the ratio of 
capital expenditures to sales. Leverage is the ratio of debt to total assets. Diversified is a dummy variable set equal to 1 for 
diversified firms and 0 for non-diversified firms for the entire sample. Crisis is a dummy variable in which 2008 and 2009 are 
reported as a crisis year. Divcrisis is the interaction variable between the dummy variables diversification and crisis. 
Significance is indicated at 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10% (*) levels 
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Table 7b 

Firm performance and diversification 

 
Dependent variable Tobin’s Q 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Sizeit 0.116*** 
(0.001) 

0.113*** 
(0.011) 

0.115*** 
(0.001) 

0.111*** 
(0.011) 

0.111*** 
(0.011) 

Profitit 0.037* 
(0.021) 

0.037* 
(0.021) 

0.039* 
(0.021) 

0.039* 
(0.021) 

0.038* 
(0.021) 

Cash_salesit 0.489*** 
(0.139) 

0.490*** 
(0.139) 

0.482*** 
(0.139) 

0.484*** 
(0.139) 

0.483*** 
(0.139) 

Capex_salesit -0.046 
(0.032) 

-0.045 
(0.032) 

-0.042 
(0.031) 

-0.040 
(0.031) 

-0.040 
(0.031) 

Leverageit 0.193*** 
(0.024) 

0.193*** 
(0.024) 

0.192*** 
(0.024) 

0.191*** 
(0.024) 

0.191*** 
(0.024) 

Diversification - 0.059 
(0.036) - 

0.060 
(0.036) 

0.076* 
(0.043) 

Crisis - 
- 

-0.243*** 
(0.036) 

-0.243*** 
(0.036) 

-0.227*** 
(0.042) 

Divit*Crisisit - - - - -0.056 
(0.079) 

Constant -0.507*** 
(0.185) 

-0.472** 
(0.187) 

-0.411** 
(0.185) 

-0.376** 
(0.187) 

-0.380** 
(0.187) 

Adjusted R2 0.021 0.021 0.027 0.027 0.027 
F-statistics 30.394 25.776 33.278 28.917 25.364 
Observations 6955 6955 6955 6955 6955 
Variables definition: Size is the first natural logarithm of total assets. Profit is the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes 
divided by total sales. Cash_sales is the ratio of cash and short-term investments divided by sales. Capex_sales is the ratio of 
capital expenditures to sales. Leverage is the ratio of debt to total assets. Diversified is a dummy variable set equal to 1 for 
diversified firms and 0 for non-diversified firms for the entire sample. Crisis is a dummy variable in which 2008 and 2009 are 
reported as a crisis year. Divcrisis is the interaction variable between the dummy variables diversification and crisis. 
Significance is indicated at 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10% (*) levels 
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6. Conclusion 

 

In the context of India, an emerging country in South Asia, I investigate whether diversified firms 

have higher firm performance than non-diversified firms and what the impact of the global financial 

crisis has on the capabilities of diversified firms. I find that diversified firms have higher performance 

than non-diversified firms. I tested firm performance with two variable, ROA and Tobin’s Q, and found 

that diversified firms are experiencing a higher performance. In times of crisis, diversified firms do not 

seem to have the ability to perform better than non-diversified firms. In previous literature, the 

performance of diversified firms is documented to be higher than non-diversified firms due to two 

reasons: the effect of “more money” and the effect of “smarter money”. Both effects arise from a 

broader access to external capital an increased efficiency of the internal capital market.  

The contribution of this thesis is that it employs a rather different approach to determine 

effectiveness diversification. Most researchers use the excess value method to determine the 

diversification premium (discount). My approach uses firm performance measures to determine the 

impact of diversification on ROA and Tobin’s Q. Another contribution of my research is based on 2006-

2012 and that the current perception of diversification in India is based on an outdated dataset. 

One of the main limitations is that this research follows a slightly different approach to 

diversification. I tests the diversification in the context of firm performance. Despite this, firm 

performance is measured by two variables in this thesis. Return on assets (ROA) and Tobin’s Q are 

industry dependent measurement methods. For example, mature industries with high levels of assets on 

average have lower ratios than technological industries with high turnover and lower level of assets 

Another limitation is the poor quality of available data before 2006. The initial plan of this thesis was 

to make a time frame of 1998 to 2012, but the Worldscope database does not have this information. A 

solution for this is to use the CMIE (Centre for monitoring Indian Economy) database which is an Indian 

based company that reports all information about India’s economy. For future research I would 

recommend to use Worldscope for research on developed markets and try other sources for emerging 

markets. For future research it would be a better approach to use the standard method to determine the 

value effects of diversification, which is the excess value approach. The majority of studies on the subject 

of diversification follow the excess value method. By using the excess value method, it is easier to 

compare the results with other studies. 
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8. Appendices 

 
Appendix A 

The Institutional context in India 

Institutional 
feature 

United states Japan India 

Market for 
finance 

Equity focused; managers 
monitored by disclosure 
rules and the market for 
corporate control 

Bank focused; monitoring 
by interlocking 
investments and directors 

Underdeveloped, illiquid 
equity markets and 
nationalized banks; weak 
monitoring by bureaucrats 

Market for 
labor 

Business schools and 
consulting firms offer 
talent; certified skills and 
welfare benefits enhance 
mobility 

Few business schools; 
training takes place 
smoothly within firms, 
firm-specific 
development of talent 

Limited enforcement of 
liability laws, little 
information dissemination, 
no activist consumers 

Market for 
products 

Reliable enforcement of 
liability laws and efficient 
information dissemination, 
activist consumers 

Reliable enforcement of 
liability laws and efficient 
information 
dissemination, less 
activist consumers 

High, corruption is common 

Governmental 
regulation 

Low, relatively corruption 
free 

Moderate, relatively 
corruption free 

Unpredictable 

Enforcement 
mechanisms 

Predictable Predictable  

Corporate 
scope 

Focused; diversified groups 
have disadvantages 

Groups may have some 
advantages 

Groups may have many 
advantages 

Source: Why focused strategies may be wrong for emerging markets, Khanna and Palepu (1997) 
 
  

 


